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After the election of Trump

In Egypt, elation at Trump’s win
Amr Emam

Cairo

T

he fact that Egyptian
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi was the first
world leader to call US
President-elect Donald
Trump to congratulate him on his
victory speaks volumes of how a
US administration led by Trump is
viewed in Egypt, analysts said.
“Trump has a positive view of
Egypt and its president, which is
why his victory is welcomed here,”
said Tarek Fahmi, a political science professor at Cairo University.
“Both Sisi and Trump have similar
views, especially when it comes to
the war on terrorism.”
Trump met Sisi for the first time
in September on the sidelines of
the UN General Assembly.
“He is a fantastic guy,” Trump
said of Sisi on Fox News. “There
was good chemistry (in their meeting). You know when there is
chemistry with people. There was
a good feeling between us. He has
wiped the terrorists out. He took
a tough approach, much different from our approach. He had no
choice. He has done a very good
job.”
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Sisi, in his own interview after
meeting with Trump, told CNN
that the US billionaire would make
a “strong leader”.
This is more about political and
strategic interests, analysts said.
Egypt has always been a cornerstone of stability in the Middle

East, they added.
“A strong Egypt is specifically
important to the United States
amid expectations that the new
administration will try to right the
wrongs of Barack Obama’s administration, whether in Syria, Libya
or in the rest of the region,” said
analyst Said al-Lawindy.
Most assuring for Egypt, when it
comes to Syria, is Trump’s positive
view of Russia, the strong backer
of Syrian President Bashar Assad,
Lawindy said.

Egypt’s analysts said
Sisi especially
admires Trump’s
enmity to Islamist
organisations.
Egypt, which supports the Russian approach to radical groups
fighting Assad, expects Trump to
collaborate with Moscow to end
the war raging in Syria, he added.
Libya, Egypt’s neighbour to the
west whose unrest is seen by Cairo
as its strongest national security
menace, is another potential collaboration point between Cairo
and Washington under Trump,
other analysts said.
“The United States has been instrumental in Libya’s descending
into what it is now,” Fahmi said. “A
lot will change in this regard under
Trump.”
Relations between Cairo and
Washington moved from warm alliance to cold friendship soon after
the Egyptian Army — led by Sisi —
ousted Islamist president Muhammad Morsi in 2013. The Obama administration considered the move
a military coup.
Washington, which gives Egypt
$1.3 billion in military and economic aid annually, froze some
funds and held back some military
assistance, including Apache helicopters Cairo says are important in
its terrorism fight in Egypt’s Sinai
peninsula.
Coldness in US-Egyptian relations was manifest in encounters
between Sisi and Obama in 2014
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and 2016. In the first, on the sidelines of UN General Assembly,
Obama did not look at Sisi as he
spoke to him and his accompanying delegation. In the second
encounter, which was during the
Group of 20 summit in China,
Obama ignored the Egyptian president.
A new chapter in US-Egyptian relations seems to be ready to start,
however. The Egyptian Foreign
Ministry welcomed Trump’s victory, expressing hopes that it would
allow for more collaboration.
“We look forward to resuming
dialogue with the United States,”
Foreign
Ministry
spokesman
Ahmed Abu Zeid said. “Egypt is at
the heart of the new US vision for
stability in the Middle East.”
The Arab League also welcomed

Trump’s election win, saying it
hoped he would act to solve some
of the region’s problems.
“We hope the United States will
help resume the stalled Middle
East peace process,” Arab League
Assistant
Secretary-General
Ahmed Ben Helli said. “We also
look forward to cooperating with
any new US Middle East envoy.”
Egypt’s analysts said Sisi especially admires Trump’s enmity to
Islamist organisations, which gives
him assurances that his administration will not offer backing to
the Muslim Brotherhood, Morsi’s
movement, Sisi’s most avowed enemy.
Much to the Egyptian leader’s
joy, a foreign policy adviser to the
US president-elect, Walid Phares,
said Trump would propose a law

that labels the Muslim Brotherhood as a terrorist organisation as
soon as he takes over.
Trump’s victory, however, is
sad news to one Egyptian group
— rights advocates. They claim
Trump is not as interested in human rights as Obama and Hillary
Clinton are.
“This is why human rights will
be a big loser in Egypt for the next
four years because it will have no
defenders in the White House,”
said Saad Eddin Ibrahim, an Egyptian-American sociologist and a
human rights advocate. “Trump is
a dictator himself, which is why his
win is bad news for Egypt’s rights
activists.”
Amr Emam is a Cairo-based
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

‘Unpredictable’ Trump could seek a Syria deal with Putin
Nicholas Blanford

Beirut

D

onald Trump’s shock victory in the US presidential election has thrown
into confusion Washington’s future policies towards the conflict in Syria, let alone
broader engagement with the Middle East and Iran.
While Hillary Clinton, the Democratic Party nominee and former
secretary of State, had ordered an
internal review of Syria policy and
had talked of establishing no-fly
zones in Syria, the controversial Republican president-elect has offered
few concrete policy proposals on
how to help bring an end to the war
that has dragged on for nearly six
years and left an estimated 400,000
people dead.
Most of Trump’s comments during the election campaign were generalities, calling for Gulf states and
other countries to provide funds
and “take a big swathe of land in
Syria and… do a safe zone for people”.
He has said that the United States
should “hit hard to knock out ISIS”
— the extremist Islamic State — and
hinted at striking a deal with Russia
over Syria.
He praised Russian President
Vladimir Putin, relishing the Russian leader’s “strongman” image, even after 17 US intelligence
agencies declared that Moscow
was responsible for providing the
WikiLeaks whistle-blowing site

with thousands of hacked e-mail
messages from an account held by
Clinton’s campaign manager.
Additionally, in an interview in
October 2015, Trump declared that
toppling Saddam Hussein of Iraq
and Muammar Qaddafi of Libya
were mistakes since they resulted
“in a mess” and suggested that Syrian President Bashar Assad would
be better for Syria than the likely
alternatives.
While much of the world reacted
to Trump’s win with dismay and
nervous markets tumbled, Putin
was quick to offer congratulations.
In a statement Putin expressed
“hope for joint work to restore Rus-

sian-American relations from their
state of crisis and to address pressing international issues and search
for effective responses to challenges
concerning global security”.
An initial take might suggest
that Putin and Assad could view
Trump’s election with some satisfaction given his isolationist views
and past comments on Russia and
Syria but analysts say that crowdpleasing public comments during
a bitterly fought election campaign
are often far removed from the cold
formulation of policy by a White
House incumbent and his staff.
“If I were Messrs Putin and Assad, I would think it prudent to

Relishing the tough man image. Russian President Vladimir Putin,
accompanied by Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (2ndR),
speaks during a meeting at the Kremlin in Moscow, last March. (AFP)

postpone the victory celebration. It
may prove to be premature and inappropriate,” said Frederic Hof, director of the Rafik Hariri Center for
the Middle East and a US State Department point man on Syria during
Clinton’s time as secretary.
Analysts said a Clinton presidency could have resulted in several
options that fall short of a US-led invasion and occupation of Syria.
They include providing more
and better weapons to vetted rebel
groups, possibly including anti-aircraft missiles, and inflicting strikes
against the Syrian regime’s scarce
military assets, such as air bases
from where jets and helicopters carry out air strikes against civilian and
rebel-held areas alike.
Additionally, a Clinton presidency might have made a push to establish some form of Syrian opposition
government in eastern Syria if, or
when, ISIS had been defeated and
driven out.
However, assessing Trump’s approach to Syria — if there is one — is
much harder to determine.
Trump is “very unpredictable”
and the situation is “very fluid”,
said Andrew Tabler, a Syrian specialist at the Washington Institute
for Near East Policy.
Trump has spoken at length about
his ability to strike deals and he
could seek to forge a compromise
agreement with Putin over Syria.
“He [Trump] might engage him [Putin] and then when he doesn’t get
results change tack,” Tabler said.
But Trump has balked at the use
of US military force overseas, arguing that countries closer to the

problem should take the lead, rather than relying on American power.
Much will depend on the composition of Trump’s cabinet and how
willing he is to listen and accept
advice from foreign policy experts.
US President Barack Obama is not
expected to fundamentally alter
his hands-off policy towards Syria
in his waning days in office. That
offers Putin and Assad, along with
Iran, a two-month window to establish new facts on the ground before
the unknown quantity of a Trump
presidency materialises.
A Russian navy task force, led by
the Admiral Kuznetsov aircraft carrier and including a guided missile
cruiser and two destroyers, is in the
eastern Mediterranean and poised
to launch strikes against rebel areas
in eastern Aleppo and its surroundings.
Russia’s Gazeta.ru news site reported that the attacks would involve Kalibr cruise missiles, possibly fired from Russian naval vessels
in the Caspian Sea, as has been done
before.
If the Assad regime, with the
backing of its Iranian and Russian
allies, retakes Aleppo, Syria’s second city and once the country’s
economic hub, before Trump takes
office, it could limit the new president’s options — assuming in the
first place that Syria will be high on
his list of priorities.
Nicholas Blanford is the author of
Warriors of God: Inside Hezbollah’s
Thirty-Year Struggle Against Israel
(Random House 2011). He lives in
Beirut.

